50 Things Liberals Love To Hate
**Synopsis**

National radio talk show host Mike Gallagher provides a careful study into the psyche of the liberal mind, using humor and irony to both entertain and instruct. A recent Gallup/USA Today Poll (not exactly Fox News Channel) revealed that 42 percent of Americans called themselves conservative, 35 percent moderate, while only 20 percent used the "L" word to describe themselves. It doesn’t take much heavy lifting to understand the surface characteristics of liberals. They are exceedingly well educated, and rarely miss an opportunity to tell you so. They are exceedingly upper-middle class, which we know because it takes real money to support a twice-a-day double decaf habit at Starbucks, and yoga sessions for the wife and pets. They gather in clusters in urban environments where sushi joints outnumber children, and they dominate professions that leave a large cultural footprint, such as journalism, the arts, and the music industry. But just who are these people who call themselves liberals? And how does such a small group have such a big impact on our culture? What motivates them? And what do they have against deodorant? In 50 Things Liberals Love to Hate, radio talk show host and Fox News Channel contributor Mike Gallagher uses his trademark humor to take the listener inside the life and mind of the American liberal, coming up with 50 definitive things liberals just love to hate.
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**Customer Reviews**

You will laugh out loud on some pages, on another page say out loud "right on!" On some pages you giggle, then the next chapter you think "that's exactly the way it is," and then quietly smile within
on the next page. 50 Things Liberals Love to Hate, is a must read and I find myself repeating sentences in conversations as if they were my own, the book is that good.

This is one great romp! The NASCAR chapter is my favorite. And Mike wasn't saying that the NY Times didn't cover Earnhardt's death at all - but that there was just one small story! Now if Billie Jean King had died, or Nancy Pelosi, or Cher - it would have been wall to wall coverage. Mike’s story reflects the reality that the NY Times did not know what a HUGE following ol' #3 had until days later, when deep and long profiles started creeping out!!And that's because they not only don't like NASCAR, but have a low opinion of people who like it. That V-8 engines, high speeds, accidents and - an occasional death - are a part of the mix makes this a really awful sport for most modern liberals. Ditto for football, which also has a great chapter. And the US military! And skinned knees! Don't listen to these liberals wine on and on - if you want to laugh hard, the e pluribus unum chapter is worth the purchase of the book alone. Ben

I recently read a quote made on Mitt Romney's Facebook page...."President Obama looks at government as the source of our greatness. I look at the American people as the source of our greatness". That is probably the best quote I have heard thus far in this election cycle. It is succinct and to the point of what it is all about. That is what Mike has done with this book. The only difference is that he has added a lot of his unique wit along the way. I particularly liked that he defines Liberals as not being ALL Democrats. He estimates that really only about 20% of Democrats are truly the card carrying Liberals he is talking about in his book. If that is the case, then this would be a great book to give any Democrat friend, colleague, and/or loved one you know who does not define themselves as Liberal. Mike has written a FUNNY, easy to read book that, I think, would help to validate what we Conservatives already believe in and maybe help to convert a Democrat or two. Hopefully this book becomes the sleeping giant in the "book world", just as 2016 The Movie has become in movie theatres!

Like any characterized movement, Mike points out some of the more entertaining aspects in his book. The book is well done and unfortunately spot on in the majority of issues. If the extreme elements who are highlighted in this book could only realize how odd they appear to most of us they might consider tailoring their stands into something meaningful. Keep it up Mike and while I don't normally listen to radio show I may start.
I have listened to Mike's radio show for a while now so I trusted he would offer a good read. I was not disappointed. This is a great summation of what drives the Left absolutely crazy. It's a great book to read for anyone who wants to go "toe to toe" with an angry liberal, whether friend, family or other. I've read the three negative reviews of this book. It's obvious these reviews are from angry liberals (just as the book explains) who, in my opinion, validate the substance of the book. I've learned that liberals don't like having their idiosyncrasies highlighted. I'm a middle of the road conservative, mainly for fiscal reasons and I thoroughly enjoyed the book.

So entertaining and funny and very honest and truthful. This book covers all the things that you know to be true but have not heard spoken about. This book will crack you up!

Thanks Facebook for originally refusing to advertise this author's book. I heard about it on the news and I had to see what all the fuss was about. Free advertisement, nothing better. I have always liked Mike and this was one more reason to like him. Book was funny and to me it was laugh out loud funny. The sad thing is Mike's book is down right correct. Liberals are so busy worried about what others are doing, they cannot enjoy life and never will. I couldn't put this book down.

Funny, insightful, and plenty of facts to back up his reasoning. I never miss an interview with or an article by Mike Gallagher. His commentary is intelligent, funny, and, as my British cousins say, "spot on." If you love America but don't quite "get" the liberal mindset and worldview, then read this book. Highly recommended!
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